BEYOND THE BUZZ WORD: HOLDING “GREEN” ACCOUNTABLE
PRESENTERS

DEBRA GUENTHER, FASLA
MITHUN, PARTNER
Debra Guenther is a partner at Mithun, an integrated design firm with offices in Seattle and San Francisco. Her work spans urban design and landscape architecture, especially public and private partnerships that address complex, interdepartmental projects requiring innovative strategies and careful listening. She is nationally recognized for her work in sustainable landscape performance as a longtime advocate and representative for the Sustainable Sites Initiative (SITES), as a board member of the Landscape Architecture Foundation and as a fellow of Cascadia Region Green Building Council.

EDEN BRUKMAN
CONCENTER SOLUTIONS, PRINCIPAL
Since 1996, Eden Brukman has focused on establishing socially and environmentally responsible solutions for human habitat. She has helped shape the building industry through standards formation: coauthored Living Building Challenge and directed its evolution and global deployment from 2007-2012; served as the first technical director of the Health Product Declaration Collaborative; and contributed to the early development of other programs such as the Pharos Project and Ecodistricts. Also a licensed architect, Eden’s advocacy efforts have led to policy reform, decentralized building and community developments, and the creation of a network of local action groups in cities all over the world.

ERIN ENGLISH, FASLA
BIOHABITATS, SENIOR ENGINEER
Ms. English is a senior engineer in the Santa Fe offices of Biohabitats, a nationwide firm dedicated to ecological restoration, conservation planning and regenerative design. Ms. English focuses her chemical engineering background on integrating process-design with natural systems approaches for water master planning, wastewater treatment, stormwater management, and reuse. Over the past 13 years, Ms. English has led holistic water planning and design projects across a range of scales in institutional, commercial and agricultural settings by applying integrated water strategies and living systems design ethic to the built environment.

MODERATOR

ANNA CAWRSE, ASLA
DESIGN WORKSHOP, ASSOCIATE
Anna Cawrse joined Design Workshop in 2012. With a master of landscape architecture from Harvard’s Graduate School of Design and a bachelor’s of landscape architecture from Colorado State University, Anna brings a passion for sustainability into every design. Anna has been involved and led projects that tackle the complexity of urban design while considering the local communities, environmental sensitivity, and the economics of a site. Projects include the Public Realm for Sun Valley’s Ecodistrict Master Plan, The Parks of An Urban Infill Project in Downtown Calgary, and the Design of Post Oak Boulevard in Houston, TX.
SESSION MARKETING STATEMENT

More than ever landscape architects are being asked to design projects with measurable results. This session will look at how experts in the field of landscape architecture, architecture and engineering are transcending scales of sustainability by creating high performance projects at both the planning and site scale.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

- Determine how to set project goals that can be integrated into the design and ultimately measured.
- Understand the challenges that landscape architects face when trying to achieve sustainability at various project scales.
- Learn how to better track landscape architecture and building materials used in construction.
- Examine various rating systems and certifications that apply at both the planning and site design level.

OUTLINE

INTRODUCTION

1. Context, challenges, and perceptions of a creating a Sustainable Landscape. It’s ok to use the “S” word.
   a. From lofty planning goals to site design: Understanding the scales of project sustainability: EcoDistricts to Louisiana Children’s Museum.
   b. Primer to case studies and sustainable measurement techniques
      i. Lloyd EcoDistrict
      ii. Sustainable SITES initiative
      iii. Healthy Living Initiative
      iv. Living Building Challenge
      v. Health Product Declaration Collaborative (HPD)
      vi. Sustainable Development Goals
Q1. WHAT ARE YOU FOCUSED ON PROFESSIONALLY AND WHAT SCALE OF WORK DO YOU MOSTLY TACKLE?

**Biohabitats**
1. Ecological/Water Resources Engineer
   a. Science-based consulting firm with focus on ecological restoration, conservation planning and regenerative design
   b. Utilize the power of scale to help clients see the broader ecological context of their projects, and help them understand their place in the landscape-scale hydrologic, migratory and habitat context
   c. On the topic of water, Biohabitats has worked from the small scale single building to community wide scale, all of which have unique opportunities and challenges

**Mithun**
1. Landscape Architect
   a. Interdisciplinary firm focused on design for people for positive change – exploring equity, health, biodiversity
   b. Range of scales from a museum to workplace to transmission corridor to neighborhood

   - Louisiana Children’s Museum (health and New Orleans Water Plan – w/Biohabitats)
   - Turtle Creek Offices in Dallas (on an oxbow, healthy workplace)
   - Creston Duwamish Corridor (criteria for pollinator pathway designed by Seattle City Light)
   - Sun Valley (health metrics and with Design Workshop)

**Concenter**
1. Licensed Architect transitioned to education/outreach/policy
   a. Co-author of/contributor to industry standards as a mechanism for change (Living Building Challenge, Declare, HPD, Pharos, Ecodistricts)
   b. Now, working at a different scale, consulting on development of organizations that are connecting the dots globally
Q2. There are an increasingly broad range of studies, models, reports, and protocols available to designers and others in this field, often from wide-ranging but relevant perspectives and disciplines. How do you integrate research into your work and how does that influence what techniques are implemented at different sub sectors of the industry?

Biohabitats
1. Conservation targets/methodology, watershed/sewer shed/stormshed mapping, perform ecological field assessments, ecological engineering evolutions. Integration to create a science-based approach

Mithun
1. Brief history of evolution of research at Mithun
   a. 1. LIT REVIEW PHASE: SLU Resource Guide; 2. CONCEPT TESTING PHASE: Lloyd Crossing (test conceptual financial model); 3. IN-HOUSE ECOLOGIST + PLANNER  cua +

Concenter
1. So often we jump into implementation and get caught up in it - need to make sure first that we are asking the right question and really understand the implications. What is the desired outcome? Then research is key - a combination of learning technical details and partnering it with research on emerging trends/opportunities.

Q3. Everyone knows that we should be “green” and most of us know what is sustainable in our work, but what sometimes gets overlooked is the why and the how. What strategies to you utilize to address the why and the how of sustainability?

Biohabitats
1. Ultimately the need that exists is to help others cultivate a sense of stewardship, one that they can become excited about, and share.
   a. Trying to avoid just employing this or that green/sustainable technology or process.
   b. Getting people’s attention, and holding it, can sometimes be incredibly challenging: patience, time to discuss, etc is needed.
   c. In other cases though we find incredible inspiration from our clients who come to us with a deep sense of concern and care.

Mithun
1. Find the driver through the process – usually isn’t clear for a while.
a. Current focus is on landscape maintenance – biggest sustainable impact. Talking to facilities not always enough. Need to return to conversation with decision makers, board, facilities, new staff.

   c. Broad understanding

**Concenter**

1. Not everyone thinks we ‘should’ be green - typically find some way to connect with them that does matter -- more than the distinction of “being sustainable” (if that is not their motivation).

   b. Transition from theoretical to experiential - when people start to care about something.

   c. How to reconnect to human habitat.

      i. Examples from LBC teams/manufacturers with HPDs and how they changed formulations once they understood what was in their products.

**Q4.** ONE OF THE BIGGEST CHALLENGES WE ALL FACE IS DETERMINING HOW OUR PROJECT IS GOING TO MEET SUSTAINABILITY GOALS. HOW DO EACH OF YOU SET PROJECT GOALS THAT CAN BE INTEGRATED INTO THE DESIGN AND ULTIMATELY MEASURED?

**Biohabitats**

1. Ultimately the need that exists is to help others cultivate a sense of stewardship, one that they can become excited about, and share.

   a. Trying to avoid just employing this or that green/sustainable technology or process.

   b. Getting people’s attention, and holding it, can sometimes be incredibly challenging: patience, time to discuss, etc is needed.

   c. In other cases though we find incredible inspiration from our clients who come to us with a deep sense of concern and care.

**Q5.** WE JUST SPOKE ABOUT CREATING MEASURABLE GOALS FOR PROJECTS OF ALL SCALES BUT THE NEXT STEP IN CREATING A PROJECT THAT IS HOLDING “GREEN” ACCOUNTABLE IS THE ONE THAT I FIND MOST INTIMIDATING, CHOOSING THE METHODS AND PROCESS IN WHICH YOU TRACK A PROJECT’S PERFORMANCE. WHAT PROGRAMS/TOOLS ARE OUT THERE AND HOW DO YOU CHOOSE WITH ONE IS APPROPRIATE FOR A PARTICULAR PROJECT?

**Concenter**

1. Outside the profession explicitly, but one to watch - the Global Goals for Sustainable Development, (UN) announced late September - 17 of them, the interrelationships and greater potential impact. Bringing together cities and citizens, scientists and practitioners.
2. Quantified Planet
   a. monitor urban metabolism and ecological vital signs through the international deployment of sensors and other technology networks

**Q6. How do you measure the design performance vs. the actual performance of your projects?**

**Biohabitats**
1. Wastewater permits tend to force the issue on at least a water quality sampling front. We have created Bioworks, a division within Biohabitats to help clients plan on this feedback loop, participate with it and ultimately inform our work.

**Mithun**
1. Rare to have the actual performance data. Example of organizations that have stake in the performance data - Colorado Health Foundation for Mariposa; Seattle Public Utilities at Zoomazium
2. Top weighting during SITES proces.
3. Green Health Partnership with UVA and USGBC in collaboration with the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation - testing Mithun projects to develop LEED for health credits and health credits for portfolio based organizations.

**Concenter**
1. Reasons why LBC required a full year of occupancy before projects were qualified for certification, and some changes that were made to completed projects because of those experiences

**Q7. We mentioned research earlier and how important it is in order to constantly challenge your process and designs. What are some intriguing experiments that are taking place now in the profession that are utilizing some of the latest research and data collection? What are some of the great success stories of projects that have met or exceeding their initial goals?**

**Mithun**
1. Streetwize crowdsourcing tool - democratizes data and supports communities in building their own identities

**Concenter**
1. www.streetlightdata.com: harnesses the power of Big Data from anonymous mobile devices to measure consumer mobility patterns across the United States.
2. A google-x offshoot: https://flux.io